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Theme Idea
Draws Fire
By Faculty
16 To Seek Senate Posts;
WORO, 'Campus' Ask Aid
A new system for writing._
Freshman English research pa-
pers this year has resulted in
collaboration, plagiarism, and
limitation of material, according
to a member of the English de-
partment.
Many English instructors consider
the new system, which limits all fresh-
man English students to one field for
their research papers. unsatisfactory.
One of the objectives of the papers.
learning to use library facilities, was
not achieved this year since students
can find all their research material in
one textbook. With a common topic
for all freshmen, collaboration was a
major offense.
An accidental comparison of
research papers by two English
instructors brought two room-
mates up against charges of
**copying."
Apparently unaware of the conse-
quences, one of the students did the
research fot the project while the
other did the writing.
The combination of their efforts was
noticed when their respective instruc-
tors happened to compare the papers.
The two students received the mini-
mum punishment of failure in the re-
search paper for the offense.
Department Aware
The English department is aware
that collaboration has probably hap-
pened on other freshman research
papers.
However. Lewis E. Weeks. Jr.. in-
(Continued on Page Nine)
SPRIG HAS SPRUG—Sophomore John Murphy and freshman
Ann Burke take advantage of one of the more spring-like days
this week. Although New Mexico is called the "Land of Enchant-
ment." Maine has kicked in with her own enchanted steadier this
month. Perhaps the abuse picture will semi. to aIm,mounre the
arrival of spring and yet again ... ( Photo by Greely
Kirshen Made Dean
At U-Massachusetts
By John A. Littlefield
(A Maine Campus Exclusise)
Dr. Himy B. Kirshen, head of the University's Business, Eco-
nomics, and Sociology department, has been selected dean of the
School of Business Administration at the University of Massachu-
setts, J. Paul Mather, President of the Bay State school, told the
Campus Tuesday.
In an exclusive telephone interview, the committee will report to Dean
President Mather said that Kirshen's Murray who will in turn consider
appointment was subject to confirma- their recommendation and make a
tion by the University of Massachu- report to Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, Uni-
setts Board of Trustees. The Presi- versity president.
dent explained that a board meeting The final decision in selection of a
had been scheduled for Tuesday, but new department head, as in the se-
because less than a quorum arrived. lection of any new University per-
the meeting was postponed until sonnel, rests with the President and
May 2. the Board of Trustees. Murray ex-
plained.Trustees' Approsa; Needed
According to a spokesman for the
University of Massachusetts Publicity
office, approval of Kirshen's appoint-
ment by the Board of Trustees would
undoubtedly be a mere formality.
The spokesman was quick to point
out, however, that conceivably the
board might not approve the appoint-
ment.
"The Board of Trustees is
more than a rubber stamp," the
publicity official said.
Dr. Joseph NI. Murray, dean of the
University of Maine's College of Arts
and Sciences, told the Campus that a
special faculty committee was pres-
ently considering successors for
Kirshen's position.
Committee Will Report
Under the procedure for selecting
new University department heads.
The only 11111 jor disision of
the Linisersity not affected, so
far, by resignations Is the School
of Edurat• . Dean Mark R.
Shades reported that "so far we
liaise no resignations, and I cer-
tainly hope NC don't hase any."
The three colleges of the Univer-
sity all reported at least one staff
member leaving.
Other Resignations
In Arts and Sciences in addition
to Kirshen. Dean Murray listed the
resignations of two other members
of the Business department, Carl J.
Dennler. assistant professor of busi-
ness and economics; and Pao Lun
Cheng. also an assistant professor.
Murray also said that George J.
Burak and Robert M. St. Clair. busi-
((ontiotited ml page A'irie)
$1 To WORO
Hear Paper's
Plan Tuesday
By Jerry Coulonthe
The Senate was asked Tues-
day night to increase Student Ac-
tivity Fees by two dollars for
support of WORO and the Maine
Calllpus.
The WORO request for one
dollar a year per student was
passed after lengthy discussion.
The Campus's plan for increased
subscription fee was discussed
informally with the Senate. The
plan will be considered formally
at a special Senate meeting next
Tuesday at 4 p.m.
Senate action on the WORO re-
quest came after hearing that "fifty
cents per student per semester ... is
the only solution to the station's
problems.-
Beckwith Backs Idea
Gerald Beckwith. faculty adviser
to WORO. said in a written statement
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Set Annual
Election Day
For May 7
Fifteen students and one alter-
nate were nominated for Senate
Offices at the General Student
Senate meeting Tuesday.
Names will be entered on a ballot
for the May 7 Campus-wide election.
Campus Mayor will also he voted on
at this time. Two candidates fcr that
office and a possible third have indi-
cated interest in running. Names were
not available at press time.
Those who will vie for the of-
fice of Senate President are Rich-
ard F. Barter, Arthur F. Nlayo.
William F. Lynch, and Robert E.
Worthing.
Irving King, Pau! MacLeod. and
Ronald Hurd, were nominated for
vice president.
For Secretary Janet Collins. JiLly
Adams, Betty Ward, 1,nd Alice Line.
For Treasurer: Joe Bag!ey, Laurel
Hoyt. Patricia Flint, and Carol Ivor-
(Continued on Page Twelve)
'Campus' Adds 4 Pages;
Orchestra To Hold Change To Be Permanent
Last Show Tonight Subscribers to the Maine Campus will have four more pages toread in every issue of the University student newspaper beginning
this week.
James R. Harnhelton. new Editor-
in-Chief of the weekly publication. has
announced the increase in the size of
:he nossp.tper from eig:it to 12 pages
as a permanent change.
After conferring with Univer-
sity officials and Roy W Libby,
superintendent of the Cnisersity
Press, where the paper i print-
The last of this year's concert-
series programs will be present-
ed tonight at 11:30 p.m. in the
Memorial Cy ninasium.
June E. Quimby aunt Richard
K. Dorr will play piano solos
with the 50-piece liiisersity Or-
chestra a. a part of the Annual
Music Night.
PROGRESS IN ACTION—Rex Sibley, I nisersity pressman,
watches carefully as the expanded Campus roll. through the
presses. This week a 12-page issue becomes a iwrmanent fixture
in the plans of the L nisersity publica 
 ... we hope:
Photo by Raphael)
ed. Handwhon said "as far as
we know, we will be able to put
out a 12 page edition of the
Campus regularly- froni now on."
The increase in the newspaper's size
will be the first in approximately 20
years. Hambelton reported. In the
early 1930s, the Editor said. the Cam-
pus went from a large four page
edition to its present eight page tabloid
size.
"The Campus had eight pages
when the student body was less
than half its present size." Ham-
'whim explained. "During the
past few years with eight pages
it has been nearly impossible to
adequately Loser the news. how.
eser." he said. "There has al-
ways been nu, re' news than there
is space."
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck. University
president. commenting on the in-
crease in the number of (ampns pages
sAid. "it is gratifying to know that
with the present large enrollment and
the prospect of many more students
in the future, the Ciimprie is able to
increase its number of pages to better
serve the University community."
Assistant rtafessor Brook N W.
Hamilton. head of th.: University's
department of Journalism and Cam-.
pus advisor. said "I think it is quite
ne.ce,sar) for tht: new sp:zper to esisandfor the first time in at least 20 years.
"In %jest of the expansion of
the I yrs y it is necessary to
increase the number of pages
in order to serse the c lllll
 re effectisely. I ant sure stu-
dent readers are likely to see a
(Continued on Page Nine)
Page Two
Phi Mu So fti ilo4 1
Weekend-Long convention
By Joyce-Marie Crockett
Pi Chapter- or Phi MU Soiority, with the assistance of BangOrz
Orono Allannae, will
tenor??
tal s
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be a
dinner and get-acquaint pert
Fstabrooke Hall. Entertainment of
interest to all chapters. including high-
lights if , 41:4 enkmout
parties. • 19
tional Phi Mu Convention held at
featu
Edg er k,Xiiksticrk
I /141
Saturday will be taken up with the
State of 14airif -104c$0k,
the Alum. Imagines* •ttliektirlArl",'14.
buzz sessions, where delegates will dis-
cuss plans for improvements and fi-
nances, rushing techniques, and lead-
ership school.
Speakers throughout the convention
will include Dean of Women Edith
Wilson, Mrs. Ashley D. Bert, District
V President from Newton. Mass.;
and Miss Margaret Mollison. Panhel-
lenic Advisor.
ss to the 14t
ay.
in
ew
chap-
tion.
District V Conventio
*rfvpi
tbwi
Sat st ke
Dining Room. Following the dinner,
tw s,. i chap tra pledges, Carol Buzzell
illian J‘nson, will be initiated
cial serv
ng the
: El or Dea re nt;
la Shibles, vice president; L ra
Keahliher. secretary; Joyce Meader.
*QC a rgy., epiedgf
=RAM hilOst schi)
ship, scholarship improvement, out-
spndiag .leqe Vuf.ai
tetn. 4i urnsentick)=-4:Am,
The conve tion will close Sunday
with the, installation sof new offteoas
al EA art
can White and Mrs. George Lord
of Orono 'are: coschairtnen far the
event. Prominent Phi Mus who will
be assisting are: Mrs. Henry LaBella,
National Collegiate Vice President:
Mrs. Ashley D. Burt, President of
District V; Marian A. Parker, District
Alumnae Director; and Mrs. Harold
Edoff, National Social Service Direc-
tor.
Debate Activity Is Listed
Approximately 20 to 25 schools
will so to Dartmouth next Friday and
Saturday for the annual Dartmouth
College Novice Debate Tournament.
Resolved: That the United States
Should Discontinue Direct Economic
Aid to Foreign Countries is the topic
that will be discussed in 5 rounds of
debate.
For the affirmative. Patrick Veilleux
and Will Freeman will represent the
University of Maine. Samuel Warren
- „
Fraternities Wien&
Latest Pledges
••
The following pledge reports have
been received from the Interfraternity
Council: Beta Theat Pi William D.
Warnock; Delta Tau Delta, Frank D.
Moxon; Kappa Sigma. James C. Cut-
ler, John K. Hart, James A. Osgood
Hasold 0. Violette. and Randall P.
White residentsa and Maurice R. Dore,
non-resident; Phi Gamma Delta, Don-
ald E. Richardson; Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon, Prescott J. Chaney and Green-
field A. Randall; Sigma Chi, Peter E.
Hanson; and Sigma Nu, Klaus G.
Thomas, non-resident.
These names have been officially
recorded by the I.F.C. secretary Frank
Keenan.
and Joseph McKenna will take the
negative.
Assistant Professor William L. Whit-
ing will accompany the group.
*
Marilyn Graffam recently returned
from Brookings, South Dakota, where
she attended the National Forensic
Tournament sponsored by Pi Kappa
Delta.
Miss Graffam received a rating of
excellent in two out of three events
she participated in, extemporaneous
speakMg and discussion.
5 rr: r-
- *viO )tundred 'ffeteeir higlt-4cho61
students participated last Saturday in
the Maine -Speech Festival held here.
25* partitiprts "warded rudals
for outstanding
The program included speakers in
8 classifications—humorous, serious.
poetry, radio, extemporaneous speak-
ing. public address, original oratory.
and discussion.
Assistant Professor William L.
Whiting was in charge.
Union Honors Students
Students who have been out-
standing in their service to the
Union will be honored at a Ban-
quet on May 9.
The banquet will be kart of
Union Recognklant Illietoteireises
THE MAINE CAMPUS
v • i 4
• ADDED REAL TY—Mentbers of Alttha, a Rho fraternity
age shown hard at work beautifying th area d their house.
The men are donating their time and. bor ;So Plant new shrubs
and trees, lay new sidewalks, and seed: nevilaurn. This program
is designial to Merin the general attrtietivenrss of the University's
fraternity row.- ,„. (Photo by Raphael)
Alpha Gamma Rho Avoids Bill
With Do-It-Yourself Project
Members of tit:. University's chap-
tei761 Alpha C7aInma Rho fraternity
are pOoling their strength to save
-themselves froth paying. $1,700 for
landscaping..
Saturday Morning the nunnbers will
start an area-beautitic;itidat program
that is designed not only to make
Alpha Gamma Rho Oropitirty attrac-
tive but the whole area as well.
Project chairman, Clyde Wakon,
Green Is Speaker
For Maine Society
Dr. Earl L. Green, director of the
1:.ckson Memorial Laboratory,, Bar
Harbor, spoke io students and guests
on "Problems of .Radiation Genetics"
in the Louis Oakes room of the Li-
brary last Tuesday night.
Dr. Green's lecture was sponsored
by thej4aintl c4p1er of S4rriaX4J
national reseal-eh society. -
A native of Meadville. -Pa,„ Dr.
Green sUoceeded Dr.' Clarence
,
Little as head of the Bar Harbor
laboratory. He received his B.S. de-
gree from Allegheny College, and his
Sc.M. and Ph.D. degrees from Brown
University. He has been a Keen Fel-
low at the University of Chicago, pro-
fessor at Ohio State University, and
geneticist for the Division of Biology
and Medicine of the U. S: Atomic
Energy Commission.
His field of research has been con-
cerned with the developmental and
quantit Itive genetics of the house
;07- 1%4.5 t
,
• .•
ATTENTION.•
SENIORS AND FACULTY MEMBERS
PLEASE
PLACE YOUR 'ORDER FOR
CAP AND! GOWN
DEADLINE
434 4 A
7:1
5.
.•!
MAY 6th
UNIVERSITY STORE CO.
40tts
said that if the fraternity- had to pay
for the work- and materials, the.cost
would be ahout S2,000. By contribut-
ing thogriabor and soiciting material 
from alumni, the group expLdEettiliki
the entire cost will not exceed S31kIkt
'I his program has been mituten
;seeping with the Arbor Day .activi-
ties at the I 'niversity.
Wives of tit,: fraternity man wffl
assist by cooking the noon meal-
Dow Is Elected
Club President
Joan-E.Dor was elected presi-
dent of die' home Economics
Club this week., Alola C. Cif6n
was elected state president, and
Merrill A. Warren state secretary.
Other new la* officer% are,
.vIdie firdisifeibtr
Bik-blra 'CAW! friatreileri
Caroline V. Anderson, member-
ship,, cIiin
man;
40* •„.
udy aden, program
chairman; Nancy Roberts, sec-
retary; Marie liedstrom, project
chairman.
Orono, Maine, April 25, 1957
tudents Get
Aggie Honors
1 he highest honor that can be
ay. a rdid- TJniverqty—sfu-deti:t inenibes
of the American Siitie1y or AiriettIL
aural- Engineer,* has -been- presented
Galen ta.Brie aenndtiKermit Altar i
stn-K ro A fit ieT
at a recent meeting. The awards are
made on the' is of the student'sbl 
tivities, tr ip,pny,parii)*
in socie pr je s. '
\le cenA sen BUgAy Lis hi
List Activitt 
I
urcr and pushing chairman of his fra-
ternity. Alpha Gamma Rho. treasurer
of Alpha Zeta. secretary and scrits
of the Atherican SocietY of Agricul-
tural Engineers, active ih the Agrictil-
Mral Club. and business manager of
the 'tem :Vews. publication -Of the
School of -Agriculture. .
Secretary of the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers two serhes-
ters. Allard is a member of the junior
class. lie has served as assistant
editor of the student News Letter, is
active on Farmer's Fair committees
and participates in intramural sports.
Speaker at the meeting where Bridge
and Allard received their awards, was
Walter Carpenter, assistant agricul-
tural engineer at the Maine Potato
Handling Research Center, Presque
Isle.
Passenger car's were involved in
nearly 80 per cent of all U. S. traffic
fatalities in 1956-85 per cent of
traffic injuries.
For only $695.97 Complete
You can Attend the 6th
WORLD
YOUTH FESTIVAL
IN
MOSCOW
July 28 to August 11, 1957
For Further Information:
64 4
t '4,•
-4 a
Committee
ar7Miass4ffir
Chicago, Illinois
.1 •tt
THE BIG T SURPRISE!
AT
FREESE'S
IN BANGOR
SUPER-VALUE;
SALE
S'IUKF". mE SANING!,
THIS WEEK and NEXT
DON'T MISS IT!
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Mrs. Leddy Is
New President•
Of Local Club
Mrs. Pcrcy A. Leddy was elected
president of the Thursday Club at its
April meeting in the Union. This club
is a social organization which pro-
motes acquaintances and mutual help-
fulness among the wives of University
faculty, administration, and resident
extension workers.
Mrs. Jesse E. Livingston is the new
vice president. and Mrs. Geddes W.
Simpson the new secretary-treasurer.
Mrs. Mark R. Shibles is the only out-
going officer as the club uses a pro-
gressive system of election whereby
the vice president becomes president
and the secretary-treasurer becomes
vice president.
The constitution also provides for
honorary members. These members
are the wives of men who have re-
tired from, or died while in. the ser-
vice of the University.
MAINE BEAR
DELICATESSEN
2S Main St.. Orono
EVERYTHING FOR
LATE SNACKS
Orono's only
S. S. Pierce Dealer
Fine Line of Choice Foods
IR I J 0
HOUSE OF HITS U
JAMES STEWART
As
CHARLES LINDBERGH
in
"The Spirit
Of St. Louis"
in
Cinetnaseope & Warner Color
One of the Greatest Pictures
of All Time
BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
Maio St.—Tel. 5380
FRIDA1 THRU WEDNESDAY
In Cinemaseope & Technicolor
GREGORY PECK
and
LAUREN RACAL':
in
'Designing 11 ON If
1111 Rs.-1-111DAI-SAT.
May 2, 3, 4
LEE J. COBB
in
'110 of Triumph'
Nancy L. Getchell won the Merritt
Caldwell Fernald Scholarship as the
highest ranking junior in her class.
Charles A. Low. Richard C. Merrill.
and Mary E. Mincher tied for the
RENT
SUMMER FORMALS AT
BEN SKLAR'S
• For the best sclections.in white
and pastel summer formals,
inspect our large selections of
freshly cleaned and pressed
gormentsl We'll fit them with
precision. And we'll surprise
you with our low cost service.
By After Six
Nei, Coats tor Purchase
COATS 27.50
PANTS 9.95
Cummerbunds & Ties 4.95
BEN SKLAR
Old Town
CUP OF KNOWLF,DGE—Maxwell Burry, Allan Robertson, andJohn Dority (I. to r.), members of Beta Theta l'i, proudly dis-play the Fraternity Scholarship Cup won by their house. The cupis awarded each year at the Scholarship Recognition Assembly tothe fraternity with the highest fall-semester point aserage. Thecup was presented It, Interfraternity President Patrick Daigleduring last Monday's assembly. (Photo by Raphael)
Ranking Students Honored
At Scholarship Assembly
Nine students were honored for outstanding academie work
at the Scholarship Recognition Assembly Monday. Georgette P.Cote, Stephen A. Getchell, Howard Y. Forsythe, and Susan Camp-bell were cited as the highest ranking students in their colleges.
Kidder Scholarship awarded to thejunior whose rank excells.
Within individual colleges. Geor-
gette Cote won as the highest rankingjunior student of Arts and Sciences:
Stephen .A. Getchell for the College
of Technology: Howard Y. Forsythe
in the College of Agriculture: and
Susan Campbell. the highest junior in
the School of Education.
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority took
the Sorority Siker Plate for at-
taining the highest scholastic
a.erage during the past tso se-
ntesters. Beta Theta Pi on the
Fraternity Scholarship Cup for
the highest scholastic a.erage
among fraternities.
Richard R. Campbell won the 1905
Scholarship as the freshman man with
satisfactory deportment who gets the
highest rank on mid-year examina-
tions.
Dr. Niles Y. Wessel. President of
Tufts University. assembly speaker.
told the audience that the scholar and
intellectual "must meet the crucial
and awesome responsibility of helping
the people to make wise decisions.
Intellectual Leadership
"The scholar must not retreat from
the world as. be did in the Dark Ages."
he said. "He must remain in it or re-
turn to it if the lir
 
before us is to be
a renaissance and not an era.of bitr7
barism., 
•
"Marc simply put. my appeal to
you who are being honored today for
academic excellence, scholarship, and
intelleetual leadership is to concern
yourSelves with the nurturing of the
people's wisdom."
Russians Are Threatening
Our Science Leadership
By Bill Farley
Russia is threatening to take over world leadership in tech-
nology and science. The United States, present world leader, great-
ly interested in this rising threat is trying to revitalize the American
student's interest in these technical fields.
However, is the United States put-
ting too much emphasis on science
and technology education? Some
authorities say yes. Others say it
cannot be emphasized enough.
Training Superior
In a recent publication Babson's
Washington Forecast states that "If
current conditions continue in the
United States, future generations of
Americans will face a world in which
Russian technical training is superior."
A bulletin published by Prentice-
Hall. Inc. of Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey. contains a quote from the
results of U. S. official studies which
warns, "Russia is making scientific
and technological advances at a fast-
er rate than we are ... we are being
beaten at our own game."
More In Russia
Further, the publication reveals
that more than twice as many stu-
dents in science fields were gradu-
ated from Soviet schools in 1955 as
ages in their haste to draw people in-
to the science fields."
Dean Shibles added, "In the
1 tithed States, we graduate about
400,000 students each year. To
till teaching positions, we need
about 200,000 of these students
which, of course, we are not
going to get."
The Dean inferred that if a special
program were offered for technical
students the teacher need would be
further increased. He suggests
"A two-line approach would seem to
be best—that is, to draw people into
teaching as well as technical fields
so that future students may have
ample teachers provided to prepare
them for their chosen technical field."
Arts And Sciences Unaffected.
In contrast, Maine's Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences Joseph
M. Murray stated, "Records would
indicate that even if such a proposal
as the tax cut or any other of similar
nature did go into effect, the collegewere graduated in the United States. of arts and sciences would not haveScience field graduates in the Soviet its enrollment affected.Union totaled 126,000 of which
59.000 graduates were in engineering.
In the United States, the total
sas 19.000 science field gradu-
ates, of shich 22.589 were in en-
gineering.
Teachers Needed
However, Maine's Dean of Educa-
tion Mark R. Shibles said, "True,
there is a great need for tech stu-
dents. However, there still remains
art enormous demand for science-
math teachers to prepare students
for work in these fields. I believe
"Each year. this college (A & S)
maintains a rather set percentage of
the total University enrollment.- In
summing up his opinion the Dean
added. "If a man only has the ca-
pacity to play a piano. he shouldn't
take flute lessons."
The opinion is mixed. The lack of
technology students still remains a
problem. and other fields are left
with their problems as well. In Wash-
ington, the push for better education
is on, and the question remains,
"What must be emphasized ... what
they have overlooked teacher short- can he done to help?"
Certificates Of Merit Awarded
To Science Talent Winners
Winners in the third annual Maine
Science Talent Search received cer-
tificates of merit at the University of
Maine on Tuesday night. April 23.
The high school students were hon-
ored along with their science teachers
at a reception in the Union and at
the Sigma Xi banquet in Estabrooke
Dr. George I, Davis. from the Uni-
versity. who pretented the certificates
on behalf of the Maine Science Search
Committee, said the project was con-
ducted in connection with the West-
inghouse Foundation's Science Talent
Search.
The top winner in the Maine Sci-
ence Talent Search was David C
Taylor of Cony High School, Augusta.
The title of his science project was
No Mayor Candidates Announced Yet
I o date there arc no candidates for
the position of the University eaMpas
mayor. according to Fred Newhall,
Maine Day publicity director.
Newhall told the campus early this
week, "Although it is a little early for
Committee Requests
Student Cooperation
Don't forget Mt • • I la
sla, 8. old . all u ant to j 
,h. fiiui. .nrL and pia.. If .ota
ha % e not reeei, I'd a project slip,
1111411,  • tip at the Ire*
brats or at the I n ion. You
11111, 111110.11 inir project choir..s
in the ballot bo‘e. at the Army
locat•11. tire you sign up
.mal -hos up—MaY 84.
Maine Hay Committee
concern. I have not heard any. men-
tion of potential candidates."
Students may announce their ':polit-
ical intentions"- in the -office- of the
Dean of Men. lOtin E. Stewart.,
Newhall also announced plans for
an exchange breakfast between the
men's and women's dormitories. It
will be held on Maine Day, May 8.
from 7:15 to 7:45 a.m. at the New
Men's Cafeteria. Estabrooke dining
room, and Stodder Hall.
Free food and refreshments will be
distributed to project areas during the
day by the University Bookstore under
the direction of Mr. Harold Bruce,
bookstore manager.
Miss Ethel MacLeod. University
Dietitian, has been in charge of co-
ordinating the dining accommodations
for the breakfast.
"Experiments in lelegraphy.",. His
teacher was Fred L. Turner.
Second honors went .to Charles L.
Chapman. Cony High School. Augus-
ta. Third place winner was Ralph E.
Gross. Jr. Those receiving honor-
able mention • were .1bn A. Allen,
Charles F. Gauger, Lance H. John-
son.
The students and their teachers were
guest s of honor, at the Sisma. Xi ban-
quet.' The 'ciaeattr was Dr. 'Earl L.
Green, director of the Jackson Me-
morial Laboratory. Bar Harbor, whose
topic was "Problems of Radiation
Genetics."
Cookson Is Winner
In Speech Contest
Donald Cookson. Phi Gamma Del-
ta, vvon a $40.00 first prize Wednesday
night in the John M. Oak Prizz Speak-
ing Contest. Peter Burbank and Les-
ter Reid tied for second place and
split the $30.00 prize.
The contest, open to el students ex-
cept freshmen. was held in the Tot-
man Room of the Union. Speeches
were judged on subiect. knowledge of
subject, correct use of English. and
ability to hold attention.
John Bridge. Richard Bauer, ard
George Stoddard also took part in the
contest.
11.:mbcrs of the judging committee
were: Nathan H. Rich. College of
Agriculture: I. H. Prageman. College
of Technology: and William Whiting.College of Arts and Seiences. chair-
man.
A total of 40,000 Americans were
killed in 1956.
 traffic accidents.
"to
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Housing Presents Dilemma
Within a few weeks the State must decide whether it wants
to make the University accessible to all prospective students
in Maine. In a short time the Maine Legislature will be asked
to pass upon a 21 million dollar bond issue to finance University
housing.
There are many good reasons for the state passing this
measure. It seems inconceivable that a State university should
be forced to close its doors to in-state students because of a
housing shortage.
And yet we are rapidly reaching that point today. Unless
the Maine Legislature acts in the bond issue many qualified
students will be turned away.
Yet talk of new construction raises other problems. If we
are to pay for this new housing through increased board and
room rates, then going to college will become even more expen-
sive. Already some students can't attend Maine because of its
high tuition.
It almost seems that we are faced with a dilemma. We
do not live in a very rich state. The University faculty is com-
paratively underpaid. Students are paying quite a bit more to
go here than they would were they attending some other land
grant colleges at in-state tuition.
To top it all, the state doesn't always stand to gain by
pouring funds into the University to educate its young people.
Many young people look to other states for a job. It costs the
state a lot of money to educate its college people, so they can
turn around and improve the economy of other states.
Many come to Maine because it's still cheaper than going
elsewhere. When it comes time to find a job they go where
they can get the job they've always wanted, and they usually
pick the best money offered. Most of the time, neither the
job nor the good money is to be found in Maine.
One bill before the Maine house asks the legislators to
approve a 21 million dollar bond issue for housing facilities
here. No doubt the University needs the housing, and no doubt
the State and the people will want to continue providing higher
educational opportunities for all Maine youth.
Mayor Will Have Selectmen
The next mayor will receive help from a special Senate-
Skull committee. The mayor is finally getting a board of select-
men to work under his leadership. They will assist him in
business that previous mayors have had to shoulder alone.
We go along with the idea, and we agree with Ronald
Hurd that this committee is the best thing that could have
happened to the mayor.
All interested mayoralty candidates should take note of
this new development. It will be interesting to see how many
throw their hats into the campaign ring.
Prank Was In Poor Taste
We don't know why a certain party sabotaged the playing
of Easter Chimes and the calling of the faithful to early Easter
services at Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel last Sunday.
Whoever it was cut the wire leading to the loud speakers
in the belfry and finished the job by wrapping a piece of cloth
around the bell's hammer to silence it.
If the Chimes have been played too loud, he or they should
have been man enough to have walked up to Father and told
him so instead of having to resort to a childish Halloween trick.
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COME NOW-DO THINK
ACOLLEGE STUPEST
YOLK NERVES WOULD '
HOLD 'TOGETHER
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GEFFLEMAN - GIRLS
fra PEOPIIMAN--Aa- •
Maine Beaisinf
Mackerels Kept In A Tea Pot
By Bill Robinson
Apathy or ecstasy? Are you all really dull, dry, listless, stolid,
inactive, stagnant, sluggish, uninteresting, or maybe you just don't
give a hoot?
If you fill the bill you probably need officers has been an ample index to
a dose of Carter's Little you-know- campus fervor. Basketball, football
what and are making the critics rallies and games have been well at-
of Maine spirit look good, for that's tended.
the gist of their lament. They claim Such lively affairs as Homecoming.
Maine spirit is deader than the pro- Winter Carnival, Ace of Spades and
verbial mackerel. Is this a storm or a Maine Day point up the ardor of
Stein folks.
Dirty work: The real winner at the
Ace of Spades probably was the local
dry cleaner who must have had a
boom in business.
The quaint card used for seats
couldn't shield the nifty duds the gals
sported. It's probably the fanciest
sweep the floor ever got. Folding
chairs next year maybe?
tempest in a teapot? Let's look at the
facts!
Student action is the best cri-
terion of Maine spirit and not
the words of idle detractors. This
year we went all out in answer
to appeals made by the Hungary
Relief Drive and also went over
the top in Goodwill Chest quotas.
Now these were appeals to men
and women of Maine via their
pocketbook—an acid test in any
language.
Interest in voting for campus kings,
queens. lite kernels, mayor, and class
*
Dead lilies (phew): And a sturdy
rat-tail file for the pointed cranium of
the idiot responsible for mutilating
the large and valuable eragraph done
by the noted artist Frank Hamabe.
Tea Room
Les Femmes S'Ont Miserable
By Ed Damon
Why must women insist upon be- look at it now.
ing so devilishly womanly?
For years and years they have suc-
ceeded at their pretty little game of
looking helpless (and hopeless), and
now, what with universal suffrage, the
mixmaster, and the three-way stretch,
when they can finally settle down to
an unfrivolous. unfluttery, uncompli-
cated life of ease—comes the revolu-
tion!
From vaguely simple dresses
come the "lines." First came
the "H," and then came the
"A," both of which look like
"L." Now there is the "Tube."
However, this zncre is a little
difference. Dior triumphantly an-
nounces that the bust and waist may
stay where they were put originally
in case you don't remember, these are
located some distance below the neck.
and just above the hips, respectively).
There is nothing quite as helpless
(or hopeless) as a dress that buttons.
clips, pins, zips, ties, hooks, staples.
plasters, or glues down the back.
While I'm on a complaining binge:
take lipstick. lust a little bit ago,
there was a hint that lipstick might be
declared unconstitutional, but just
While "les femmes" are on their
painting binge, why not paint their
teeth? Alternate red and white enamel
on teeth to give that attractive pep-
permint effect. Or paint them all a
lime green, to contrast quaintly with.
say, a new blue rouge.
The Poetry How for next week will
be poems of Siegfried Sassoon, and
Wilfred Owen. They will be read by
Edward M. Ho!mes on Thursday,
May 2, at 4 p.m. in the Women's
Lounge of the Union.
In addition, there will be a
foreign film Sunday in the Ban-
gor Room at 4 p.m. The film
is Nais. adapted from Zola's
"Nais Mieoulin."
This story is filled with the
authentic atmosphere of the
Marseilles region, and features
Fernandel who plays the part of
a deformed slate worker who is
passionately devoted to the 17
year old heroine, Nais.
There will be no admission
charged.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS by Dick Bibler
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Attacks Assemblies
To the Editor:
A meeting of the Assembly Com-
mittee has been arranged for April
26. 1957. The purpose of this meet-
ing is to consider a student assembly
program for next year.
To this writer the meeting seems
senseless, because, as in the past, the
committee will do as they please with
the program and arrange lectures that
have specific meaning to the faculty,
not the strident. Why do we have poor
attendance at our assemblies? Don't
put full blame on the apathy of the
students or the "union coffee," rather
we should bring our assemblies down
to the students interest and capabili-
ties.
The purpose of these assemblies is
well realized by the writer, but there
seems to be no benefit when they are
not atetnded. Interest is a small word
when the students have no actual
voice in the type or proposed assem-
blies they pay for each year. Let's
be rational enough not to blame the
student-body, but look to the com-
mittee to organize such an assembly
program, which will give them apathy
enough to feel they will gain some-
thing from the assemblies and lecture
series.
I might also add the Concert Com-
mittee should look at the students
and not themselves—we're paying for
them—not the faculty.
Sincerely,
WILLIAN1 LYNCH
q0.4.
Have Culture
By Jerry Coulombe
Even the University of Maine
should be coated with a film of cul-
tural veneer. Cultural training is an
aspect of the University which many
of us are apt to overlook. Many of us
don't care for it. A person doesn't
come to the University's Agricultural
College to get culture. No, he comes
for a more earthy purpose.
A person doesn't come to the Uni-
versity's College of Technology to get
culture. No, he comes for the exact
sciences and the theoretical. too. The
arts student is surrounded by culture,
but he often backs into culture be-
cause it's awkward for him to admit
that it exists.
We don't come to the University
to get culture. If we happen to bump
into it, by accident, of course, we will
usually ignore it, let it slip by us,
unrecognized—perhaps, we apologize
and say that we don't care for it.
It would be foolish to say that cul-
ture never existed here at Maine. It
has been present in the classroom. It
has been imported through the con-
cert and assembly series. But, recent-
ly, it has been brought out to the sur-
face. It has been advertised through
the Thursday afternoon poetry hour.
through the Sunday humanity lectures,
and through the various other pro-
grams, offered by the International
and Politics Club.
We appreciate the work of Professor
Hankins and of Mr. Bilias, and of all
those who have volunteered their time
to help us learn to appreciate a great
number of subjects which undeniably
exist outside the limitations of a very
broad university curriculum.
And we hope that many more stu-
dents will get to enjoy what they arein a way buying by coming here—a
little extracurricular culture.
English Courses Listed
Some time ago, an English profes-
sor was asked why courses that were
not taught, like Creative Writing, were
still in the college catalog. He an-
swered that it had taken so long to
get these courses listed that they hesi-
tated to take them out.
Now, the English department has a
new schedule of English courses for
'58 and '59. Creative Writing will be
taught next year.
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Hawkins Will
Retire In June
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, University
president, has announced the June re-
tirement of Dr. John H. Hawkins.
entomologist for the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station and a member of the
Maine staff for 31 years.
A native of Illinois. Dr. Hawkins
graduated from the University of Illi-
nois in 1925 with a bachelor of science
degree. Following his graduation the
entomologist worked for the U. S.
Department of Agriculture in Ohio
before joining the Maine Agriculture
Experiment Station in August 1926.
Masters Degree
He earned his masters degree from
the University in 1927 and his doctor-
ate from Cornell University in 1935.
A member of Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma
Xi, honorary societies, and American
Association of Economic Entomolo-
gists, and Entomological Society of
America, both professional organiza-
tions, Dr. Hawkins is also author of
numerous articles and publications
about his work.
With his two sons, Dr. Hawkins
owns and operates a fruit and dairy
farm in Orono. This cooperative
business will occupy much of his time
after retirement.
Committee Sets Deadline
All campus organizations must
turn in their schedule of request-
ed dates for the academic year
1957-58 to 74 Library before
April 26. the Calendar Commit-
tee announced this week.
DO YOU KNOW t•
WHAT WAS THE NAME OF
THE FIRST WOMEN'S
DORMITORY?
(answer in two weeks)
ANSWER TO LAST QUESTION
The Gnarled Oak Tree by the
Observatory.
Le BLANC'S SHOE REPAIR
39 Main St. Old Town
Now pays $I for First Correct
Answer
Send answers to the Maine Campus
•
Be Holsum Look Holum
Buy
HOLSUM BREAD
Plus Sunshine Vitamin D
Baked by
John J. Nissen
Baking Corp.
Bangor-Brewer, Maine
U
STORAGE?
CALL
M. G. MORISSETTE
& SONS, INC.
Agent for
North American
Van Lines
BANGOR, MAINE
Phi Beta Picks 32
For Highest Honor
Thirty-two University seniors and
two juniors were elected to Phi Beta
Kappa, national honorary scholastic
society. Election to the society is one
of the highest scholastic honors for
Arts and Science Students.
Seniors elected were: Charlotte
Bourret. Charlotte Brackett, Jane
Brown. John Burnham, Judith Dale.
Ann Davis, Barbara Dow, Lucille
Dwinal, Wesley English. Jane Ernst.
William Harvey, Janet Hawley, Rich-
ard Jordan. Joan Knight, John Lee.
Sylvia MacKenzie.
N'alter Macdougall, Burton Melt-
zer, Mary Mincher, Barbara Page.
Dennis Rczendes, Lawrence Ronco.
William Scott, Joan Sirois. Janet
Stone, M. Ross Thaxter, Dorothy
Warren. Robert M'eatherbee, Harvey
Wheeler. Lois Whitcomb, Jean White,
Harry Whitmore.
Juniors elected were: Georgette
Cote, Nancy Getchell.
12 Star Woman-Players
Picked For All-Maine
l'a els e women have been
named to the Women's Athletic
Association All-Maine basketball
team. They have been chosen
from those women students who
have participated in the W.A.A.
class and dormitory tournaments
at the University.
Named to the first team are
Gloria Chellis, Laurel Kealiher,
Lois Ward, forwards; Dorothy
B. Gilpatrick, Martha Leino. and
Sylvia Tibbetts, guards.
The All-Maine reserves are
June Boulter, Marion Arey. and
Marie MI, forwards; Diann Nrat-
son, Marilyn Tarr, and Myra
(;oldman. guards.
Law Scholarship Open
Applications for the University of
Maine Scholarship to the University
of Chicago Law School are now
available and should be filed with
Dean Joseph M. Murray, College of
Arts and Sciences.
1 Searching Country
For Right Person
To Replace Folsom
"We are searching the country over
for the right man," Dean of the Col-
lege of Agriculture Arthur L. Deering
told the Campus when asked if a suc-
cessor to Dr. Donald Folsom has been
named.
Folsom, head of the plant patholo-
gy department, will retire in June
after 39 years at the University.
"We interviewed a man recently,"
Deering said, "but we are looking
for a more experienced person."
The search for a new man is being
conducted by Jesse Livingston. head
of the Botany department, Deering
said.
Deering also told the Campus that
the Committee of Selection which is
looking for a successor to Prof. Rob-
ert I. Ashman, head of the forestry
department. who will retire June 30,
hopes to make some progress within
the next week or ten days.
The committee, which is headed by
Deering. will recommend a successor
to President Arthur A. Hauck
Hibbard Given Award
From Press And Radio
Miss Darlene -1 erri Hibbard. a
sophomore at the Univr.rsity, has been
awarded the 1957 Maine Press and
Radio Women's scholarship award.
A journalism major, the recipient is
also a reporter for the Alaille
According to an announcement
from the sponsoring group Miss Hib-
bard was selected for the scholarship
from a group of Maine college women
who are especially interested in radio
or newspaper work.
The scholarship award is presented
each year to a deserving student at
a Maine college or university.
Union Shows 2 Movies
The Union Movie this week is
"Passport to Pimlico," a satire
which tells what happens to a
tiny section of London when it
suddenly finds itself legitimately
a possession of ancient Burgun-
dy. It stars Margaret Rutherford
and Stanley Holloway-.
WHAT'S A MAN WHO INVESTS
IN A COOKIE COMPANY?
WHAT IS INDIAN ROMANCE'
Sioux Woo
JOHN HEDRICK
KENT STATE
WHAT'S A SEAUTT-PARLOR OPERATOR'
Curl Girt
JANIS HOMAN. JR.
NISSISSIPPI STATE
INciders!
WHAT IS A LUCKY
To A 
SCIENCE MAJOR?
(SEE 
PARAGRAPH AT 
RIGHT) 
LAB STUDENTS (and most folks with a
flair for the scientific) know that one
Lucky is an Ample Sample—conclusive
evidence that Luckies are the finest
smoking anywhere! Check this your-
self. Try a couple—or a carton. You'll
find that every Lucky tastes as good
as the first one. You see, every Lucky
is made of fine tobacco. . . mild, good-
tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to
taste even oetter. Light up a Lucky
right now. You'll agree Luckies are the
best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
DON'T JUST STAND THERE .
STICKLE! MAKE $25
Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both words must have the same number of
syllables. No drawings, please! We'll shell out $25
for all we use—and for hundlteds that never see print.
So send stacks of 'em with your
name, address, college and clam
to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
=KIES TASTE BETTER
"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER . . . CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
A. T. Co. PRODUCT OF KAIFFLUiCa4t ErfeRee 7'7 AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER 07 CIGARETTES
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Phi Kappa Phi Selects Members;
To Honor Initiates With Banquet
Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic
honor society, at the University of
Maine. has elected to membership,
five faculty members, 24 seniors. and
15 juniors. Election to this society is
based on high scholastic marks
Faculty members elected to the
societ are Jonathan Biscoe, Stanley
I.. Freeman, Jr., Jessie E. Livingston,
Marvin C. Meyer, and John J. Nolde.
Seniors—Peter G. Bither, John P.
Burnham, Ann M. Davis. Phillip A.
Dugas. Mahlon R. Kirk, Kenneth J.
LaFlamme. Mary J. Murray, Bradley
W. Nuite, Roscoe E. Perham, Eliza-
beth Prentiss, John D. Ricker, Law-
rence T. Ronco, Joan M. Sirois, Car-
leen A. Stone, Janet Stone, Keith A.
Sutherland, Frederick J. Vermillion,
Jr., Patricia F. Wade. William F.
Walker, Dorothy J. Warren, Robert
J. Weatherbee, Ann M. Webster, Har-
vey J. Wheeler, and Orville A. Yoder.
Juniors—Joan B. Anderson, Rich-
ard I. Buzzell, Susan Campbell, Geor-
gette P. Cote, Julia H. Dinsmore,
Howard Y. Forsythe, Jr., Nancy L.
Getchell, Stephen A. Getchell, Charles
0. Grant, Laurel L. Kealiher, Lor-
raine Lander, James W. Tardiff,
Louise A. Thomas, Kathleen C. Vic-
kery. and Allen P. Whitmore.
Evans Is Acting Dean
Prof. Weston S. Evans has been
named acting dean of the Col-
lege of Technology while Dean
Ashley S. Campbell is recover-
ing from his recent operation.
Prof. Evans will handle Dean
Campbell's duties in addition to
his own as head of the depart-
ment of civil engineering.
Officials at the Eastern Maine
General Hospital reported this
week that Dean Campbell was
"still doing well" following his
emergency operation for a per.
formed ulcer early last week.
Although he is expected to be
released from the hospital later
this week, officials said it would
be some time before he is able
to return to his duties
IL
FREESE'S INN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET BANGOR, MAINE
Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS
Last season's
hit
is back-
bigger
than
ever!
fr—vx
tOoti
This Arrow University oxford shirt
was such a smash hit last season,
you asked for an encore. And for
good reason! The collar is button-
down—both front and ccnter
back. Full length box pleat in back.
Pencil-line stripes on white back-
grou.tds—plus white and five solid
colors. Arrow University, $5.00 up.
Shantung stripe ties, $2.50.
ARROW
—first in fashion
SHIRTS • TIES
Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer
In Old Town
A. J. Goldsmith
50 years Of service to 1 of M. students
,Programs From Europe
Broadcasted By WORO
By Phyllis Warren
Each week, programs from Holland,
broadcasted over the University of Maine
Being associated with the British
Broadcasting Company, the station re-
ceives "London Forum" on Sunday at
10 p.m.. a discussion program with
both Conservative and Labor gov-
ernment officials participating. The
Forum discusses both national and
international questions, all of which
are of interest to the citizens of the
United States.
On Editorials
"Reviews or British Weeklies" is
also heard through the BBC. This
program is an editorial comment on
domestic and international questions.
This timely and interesting broadcast
is heard at 7:45 p.m. on Wednesday,
only one day after it is broadcast in
London.
Heard also is "Dateline London" on
Sunday at 9 p.m. The topic of this
program is interviews with prominent
American citizens visiting England.
They comment on any subjects from
the foreign policy to economic prob-
lems.
Music From Paris
Turning now to France, the Radio
Diffusion Francaise gives us **Master-
works of France," a weekly half hour
program recorded in Paris. The com-
positions of the great French com-
posers are heard and played by out-
standing French symphony orchestras.
This is broadcasted at 9:30 p.m. on
Sunday while at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday
France and England are
radio station, WORO.
the spotlight is on "Paris Star Time,"
a program of popular music as played
by the popular FrenA orchestras of
the day. "Songs of France," heard at
8:00 p.m. on Wednesday consists of
well-known folk music from all parts
of Franc:.
Next semes:er, WORO expects to
carry the BBC "World Theatre." Full
length dramatizations of plays from
Shakespeare to Oscar Wilde will be
presented. Actors such as Rex Har-
rison and Ralph Richardson will be
heard from.
Kelly Panhell Head,
6 Prexies Named
Barbara Kelly is the new president
of Panhellenic Council. Doris Mar-
shall presented Miss Kelly, a member
of Alpha Omicron Pi, in a ceremony
at the Panhellenic Spring Dance Fri-
day night.
The new presidents of the six so-
rorities, also introduced in the pres-
entation, are: Marilyn Tarr, Alpha
Omicron Pi; Doris White, Chi Omega;
Louise Thomas, Delta Delta Delta;
Judith Clayter, Delta Zeta; Eleanor
Deane, Phi Mu; and Dale Starbird,
Pi Beta Phi.
Want To Honeymoon On A
Tiny Island ?
We have a new log cabin on our own island in Highland
Lake at Bridgton, Maine. Boat included.
Special discount in June. Write for details.
Ruth & Harold Meade
Bridgton, Maine
DIFFERENT TASTES*
Sam's girl is tall and thin
My girl is fat and low
Sam's girl wears silk and satin
My girl wears calico
Sam's girl is fast and speedy
My girl is slow but good
Think I'd swap my girl for Sam's?
You're darn well right I would!
MORAL. Whether you swap, switch, or snitch a
Chesterfield King you'll discover the
biggest pleasure in smoking today.
Majestic length—plus the
smoothest natural tobacco
filter because Chesterfields
are packed more smoothly
by ACCU• RAY Try 'ern'
Chesterfield King gives you more
of what you're smoking for!
'50 go.. to John R elfron. Dartmouth College,
for Au Chester Field poem
$50 for purr), p1lloonph 1,11 tyro+. fIrre pt,.1 for THIN WO •
hon. Chesterfield. I'D Box 21. N.-t York 46, N Y
o 1-111•11 • btrer• Tabu.. (,-•
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FTA Officers
Are Initiated
The University's Mark R. Shibles
Chapter Future Teachers of America
initiated new officers in a special
candlelight ceremony held in the
Women's Lounge, Union, last night.
Under the direction of out going
officers the newly elected students
%sere oriented into their positions.
The new officers, chosen at a special
ETA meeting, Thursday night, April
18, are Philip A. Gonyar, president;
Albert Bennett. Jr., vice president;
Joyce Meader, recording secretary;
Nancy Carroll. corresponding secre-
tary; Everett C. Sanborn, treasurer;
James A. Hughes, Jr., historian.
They will succeed, Darrold F.
Mitchell, president; Joyce Meader,
%ice president; Jean Brooks, recording
secretary; Nancy Townsend, corres-
ponding secretary; Jean White, treas-
urer; Everett Sanborn, historian; and
Keith Sutherland, parliamentarian.
The office of parliamentarian will
he appointed by the president this
year.
The new president, Gonyar. is ajunior history-education major.
He and the other new FTA officers
assumed their duties following last
night's meeting.
In 1956. there were 1.280 persons
killed in U. S. train-car clashes.
You Can Get Those
"HARD-TO-FIND" ITEMS
AT PARK'S
t 414' &ø-
I 044 Cadl it al PARK'S
PARK'S HARDWARE& VARIETY
Mill Street 01 ono, Maine
Council Requests
Outside Exercises
The Faculty Council, at its Mon-
day afternoon meeting. instructed
Registrar George H. Crosby to meet
with representatives of the senior class
to discuss the possibility of holding
commencement exercises outdoors.
Crosby said "the whole thing is
being left to the seniors. The faculty
Council will run commencement ex-
ercises to suit them."
In any case, he added, three tickets
will be given to each senior. These
will be used if inclement weather
forces cancellation of outdoor exer-
cises, should they be scheduled. In
this instance commencement would be
held in Memorial Gymnasium.
If the seniors don't want an out-
door graduation, the tickets for the
gym would be used anyway.
A committee was appointed to
study the possibilities of issuing 1.D.
cards to faculty members.
These would be similar to those
used by students, and would enable
faculty members to identify them-
selves when travelling on official Uni-
versity business.
It was recommended that the Bear's
Den be closed during assemblies, but
this was not accepted.
University President Dr. Arthur A.
Hauck, while talking on the subject.
said Maine students are the "most
cooperative and courteous audience"
he has ever seen.
He stressed this point, adding that
he is "real proud" of the students in
this respect.
John Lymburner has been
named by the University General
Student Senate to head the ar-
rangements committee for the
annual Leadership Conference
to be held in the fall.
Also named to the committee
were Jane Dudley, Carol Steven-
son, William Eustis, Ronald
Hurd, James Conley, Alice Lane,
and Kathleen Vickery.
"Garden in the Rain" is the theme
for the Junior Prom to be held May
3 at Memorial Gym.
Members of the various commit-
tees have been working long and
hard formulating plans for the dance
which promises to he one of the
best social events of the season.
Elaborate decorations are already
in the process of being assembled in
North Estabrooke.
Noted Orchestra
Boyd Raeburn's orchestra of Co-
lumbia recording fame, and songs of
Ginnie Powell, who has been fea-
tured on "Toast of the Town," at
the Latin Quarter in New York, and
the Blue Note in Chicago will provide
music. Dancing will be from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
Juniors will be notified later as to
where and when they can pick up
their tickets.
Chairmen of the various commit-
tees are: Cathy Mellen, decorations;
Dick Barter, arrangements; Bill Eus-
tis, programs and tickets; Bill Saw-
yer, refreshments; Lois Perkins, chap-
erons; and Jane Thompson, publicity.
Agriculture Graduates
Live Here, Poll Shows
Two-thirds of the College of Agri-
culture graduates who lived in Maine
before entering the University still
reside in the state.
So says a recent University-
published survey entitled "College of
Agriculture Alumni—Their Opinions
and Experiences."
Associate Dean Winthrop C. Libby
of the College of Agriculture polled
1.100 "aggie" graduates between 1930
and 1953.
The survey also showed that 20
per cent of the graduates have earned
advanced degrees and that the trend
is toward more advanced work among
recent graduates.
Slate Junior Prom Maine Offers 165 Courses
For Friday May 3
In Varied Summer Session
The Summer Session this year will extend from July 8 to
August 16. About 165 courses ranging from art to speech will
be presented during the session.
The teaching staff will be composed
of 56 resident members of the regular
faculty and 48 visiting members from
other colleges and universities.
Visiting Faculty
Included among the 48 visiting fac-
ulty members are William F. Bauer,
head of department of English in the
East Orange (N. J.) High School;
Dr. Eula P. Egan, director of guidance
and research for the Jefferson County
board of education, Birmingham, Ala-
bama.
Claire F. Eddy, elementary super-
visor, New Canaan, Conn.; Gloria M.
Ferland, reading supervisor, Milli-
nocket School System; and Dr. H. Le-
roy Selmier, director of instruction,
Grosse Pointe (Mich.) Public School
System.
Bauer holds degrees from the Col-
lege of the City of New York and
New York University. He will teach
courses in "Review of English Gram-
mar and Correct Expression," "The
Teaching of English in the Secondary
School" and "Seminar in Teaching
English."
Maine Economics
A special feature of the Summer
Session will be the study of Maine's
economy. The course, "The Economy
of Maine" will be taught by H. Austin
Peck, associate professor of economics
at the University.
The course will cover the structure
and functioning of Maine's economy
and will include field trips to many
parts of the state.
"The course in the Economy of
Maine will provide the student with an
opportunity to combine on-the-spot
observation of the state's economy
with classroom discussion," according
to Dean Mark R. Shibles, director of
the Summer Session.
Included in the field trips will be
visits to pulp and paper mills, textile
mills, shoe factories, food processing
plants, potato farms, poultry farms,
shipyards, ports, and railroads.
Teachers and administrators attend-
ing the Session will have an opportuni-
ty to take courses from principals and
superintendents who are currently
heading up school systems in their
own communities.
Included among the visiting teach-
ers will be school administrators from
many different states.
Anyone desiring further informa-
tion may obtain an 80 page catalog in
Dean Shibles' office at 12 Stevens Hall,
south.
Tarr Named President
At Sorority Elections
The following new officers have
been elected by Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority:
Marilyn Tarr, president; Lois
Ward, vice president; Nancy Rob-
erts, treasurer; Barbara Kelly,
corresponding secretary; Martha
Mansfield, recording secretary.
Beverly Gould, social chair-
man; Nancy Ketchum, philan-
thropic chairman; Elizabeth Pope,
Judy Ward, rushing chairmen;
Sally Kyle, scholarship chair-
man; Joan Anderson, press rep-
resentative; Lorraine Lander,
chairman. 50th anniversary cele-
bration.
More than 52,000 Americans were
injured in car-bicycle mishaps in 1956.
AS NAVIGATOR OR PILOT
GET ON
THE TEAM
THAT DEFENDS
AMERICA
Graduate —Then
The flying U. S. Air Force is a team of men who command the aircraft and men
who plan the attack. These are the pilots and navigators, both equally important tothe defense of America.
You, as a young man of intelligence and sound physical health, may join this
select group in the world's most exciting and rewarding adventure. Your training
will stand you in good stead, whatever your future plans may be—and you'll be
earning over $6,000 a year 18 months after training.*
If you are between 19 and 261/2
 years of age, investigate your opportunities as anAviation Cadet in the U. S. Air Force. Priority consideration is now being given tocollege graduates. For details, write: Aviation Cadet Information, P.O. Box 7608,Washington 4, D. C.
•Based on pay of marr,ed 1st Lieutenant onflight status with 2 years' service or more.
Fly.. .U. S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM
JP
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Ducks, Cokes, Intestines New masque Play
Usual For Wildlife Work Will Feature WorkOf Asian Student
By Judy Sawyer
How would you like to go to the refrigerator for a bottle of
coke and find two grey squirrels stretched across the top shelf, a
black furry foot with long white claws lying on another, and in the
vegetable compartment a huge black duck whose head has fallen
to one side as if looking into the package of intestines beside it?
In the laboratory of the Maine Co- Currently two graduate assistants are
operative Wildlife Research Unit in working on research projects.
East Annex such an assortment is not
unusual. And, incidentally, you will
also find the coke.
The objectives of the Maine Unit
are student training, research, and
extension service in the wildlife field.
The laboratory is the focal point
:around which these activities revolve.
The leader of the Unit. Howard L.
Mendall. explains that "here we at-
tempt to find the facts which we then
hand over to the state or federal de-
partments so that they will be able to
take advantage of the use of that
knowledge."
Duck Stomachs
"Besides studying the habitats and
external characteristics of the species.
we also study the causes and charac-
teristics of disease." added Mr. Men-
dall. as he thoughtfully tapped on
a near-by jar of duck stomachs.
The Maine Unit, organized on
campus in 1935, is one of the 16
in the country located on a re-
gional basis. The assistant lead-
er is Malcolm W. Coulter. Its
activities involve cooperation of
the University of Maine. the
Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game. the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Ser% ice, and
the Wildlife Management Insti-
tute.
The intensive student training by
the Unit is at the graduate level, al-
though the undergraduate students
are afforded excellent opportunities
for further training. Typical examples
of the research programs studied in-
clude: waterfowl. ruffed grouse, wild
rabbits, woodcock, moose, deer. and
fur animals.
Investigations by mcmbers of the
Maine Unit have resulted in findings
that have been applied ii wildlife
management programs all over the
United States and in Canada. Since
this program was initiated 28 students
have received advanced MS. degrees.
THE PRIZE IS YOURS!
MAN... YOU'RE LtLJ
o f2i1
X.1
One of the graduate assistants.
David P. Olson. did aerial photogra-
phy while in the service. He is now
working on his thesis in finding the
best types of aerial photography for
evaluating and surveying wildlife
habitat.
William L. Robinson, the other
graduate assistant, is doing his
thesis on deer study- to determine
effects of cover under w inter
conditions. Robinson says: "We
expect that deer in sparse cover
will lose more weight than deer
in good cover, even though giv-
en equal allotments of food."
Ile is presently working on the
pens to keep the captive animals
in and will start his experiments
in November.
In extension work the members of
the Unit, both staff and graduate stu-
dents, have given approximately 500
lectures to sportsmen's. civic, educa-
tional. and professional groups. The
Unit has also prepared 94 publica-
tions, several of which have received
National commendation. Technical
assistance and consultant services are
provided for sportsmen's clubs. the
Maine Fish and Game Department.
and neighboring State and Provincial
game departments. The Unit gets its
share of fan mail too, in the form of
requests from the public relative to
wildlife problems.
Poetry Hour At Union
Will Feature Barrett
The Poetry Hour for Thurs-
day, April 25, will feature poems
of Maine by Holman Day read
by Charles II. Barrett. This hour
will take place in the Memorial
Union in the Women's Lounge
at 4 p.m.
NOW THERE'S A PRIZE
ID LOVE TO WIN ;
I\
•
SIR WALTER RALEIGH'S
BLEND OF CHOICE KENTUCKY
BURLEYS IS EXTRA-AGED TO
GUARD AGAINST TONGUE BITE.
FREE!
24•PA4E 1100KLET
ON PIPE CARE .
JUST WRITE TO:
SIR WALTER
RALEIGH,
DEPT.
LOVISVILLE,RY.
OCC? 771-D
Seun Woo Kahng, a Univer-
sity student from Asia, will have
a major hand in the production
of the forthcoming Maine Masque
play—although he will not be
seen on stage.
The play "Teahouse of the Aug-
ust Moon," which will be presented
May 1-4, is set in Okinawa, and part
of the dialogue is in Japanese.
Kahng will be working every day
with Miss Marilyn Moog, instructor
of speech, to teach her the language
of his native area so that she in turn
can tutor the cast.
Bricker To Direct
Herschel L. Bricker. director of
the Maine Masque, said that he will
direct the production in association
with Miss Moog.
Bricker has announced the follow-
ing cast principals: Sakini, Bradford
Sullivan; Lotus Blossom. Carole Al-
len; Col. Purdy, Herbert Elliott:
Capt. Fisby. Harald Amrhein.
Others in the cast are: Dexter Hun-
toon, Margaretmary McCann. Everett
Sanborn, Sheila Pelosi, Judith Singal.
Charles Tanous, Robert Burnell.
Samuel Warren. Barry Smith. By-
ron Avery. James Beedy. Jacob Dion.
Thomas Georgacarakos, John Hen-
flings. Daniel Jacobs. Eric Krapovicky,
Elizabeth Collins. Beatrice Reynolds.
Carol Robinson, and Gail Mallet.
Professors Write Book
Professors Matthew MeNeary. Er-
nest R. Weidhaas, and Elizabeth A.
Kelso have developed a new approach
to the teaching of engineering draw-
ing.
The University instructors are co-
authors of a workbook called "Crea-
tive Problems for Basic Engineering
Drawing" recently published by the
McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc..
New York.
The book stresses creativity in addi-
tion to the basic techniques and princi-
ples usually offered in traditional
courses.
I This Week At The Union
Friday, April 26
Movie. Bangor. 7-9 p.m.
Edwards Co., Lown.
Propect Committee, Davis, 1-3 p.m.
Assembly committee, Davis, 4:10 p.m.
Phi Mu Convention. Main Lounge.
4 p.m.
Phi Mu Registration. Lobby. 2 p.m.
Saturday, April 27
Maine Dietetic Assa., Bangor.
9-12:30 p.m.
Movies. Bangor, 7-9 p.m.
Phi Mu Convention, Lown. FFA.
Square Dance, Main Lounge,
8-11:30 p. m.
Sunday, April 28
Foreign Film, Bangor, 3:00 p.m.
Phi Mu. Lou n, 9:00 a.m.
MCA, Tolman, 9:45-10:45 p.m.
Delta Delta Delta. Women's Lounge,
2-5 p.m.
German Club, Women's Lounge,
8 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Concert, Main Lounge, 4:00 p.m.
Monday, April 29
Chi Omega, ETA, 7-10 p.m.
Tuesday, April 30
W.S.G.A., Bumps, 7-10 p.m.
Extension Leaders Conf., Totman.
8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
IVCA. Totman. 6:45-8 p.m.
ASAE, 1912, 7-10 p.m.
M.O.C., Davis. 7-8 p.m.
Kappa Delta Pi, Women's Lounge.
7-9:30 p.m.
Mrs. Maine Club, Main Lounge.
8-10:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 1
Calendar Committee, Totman.
4-5:30
M-Club. Totman. 7 p.m.
Junior Class Executive Committee,
Davis, 8:30-10 p.m.
Thursday, May 2
Student-faculty Committee, Davis,
8-10 p.m.
Poetry Hour, Women's Lounge,
4.00 p.m.
Food Sale, Lobby, 9-12 a.m.
Committee Asks For Student's Suggestions
The Maine Day Committee needs project suggestions. Fill out
this blank and drop it in the suggestion box at the Newscounter of
the Union. Sign if you want to be chairman.
Suggestions: 
Name: 
EUROPE—Tours, Air & Steamship tickets. Special student tours.
Independent travel. Auto sales and rentals.
WESTERN TOURS—Pacific Coast, Hawaii, Alaska—by rail and
air.
MEXICO & CARIBBEAN—Air and hotel reservations. All air
and steamship lines, domestic and foreign represented. Immediate
ticketing at tariff rates. No service charge.
ALDEN FAIRFIELD HEAD
61 MAIN ST.
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Faculty Committee Seeks
Replacement For Kirshen
.(Continued from Pare One)
nes, instructors here on one year ap-
pointments to replace department
members on leaves, will, as expected,
he leaving the faculty.
Associate Prof. Robert P. Shay,
Prof. Henry C. Hawley, and in-
structor John T. Conlon of the
1)11,4114.1.s department will all re-
turn to the faculty after leaves,
Dr. Murray said.
Beginning leaves this year. accord-
ing to the dean, will be Assistant
Prof. William Markell and Associate
Prof. Henry A. Peck. both from the
business department.
Number Not High
Dean Murray explained that the
number of resignations to date—
three in his college—was very small.
and said that in all likelihood there
may be others.
In Agriculture, Dean Arthur L.
Deering reported only one resigna-
tion to date, that of Charles E. Cun-
ningham, assistant professor of agron-
VINER'S
INVITES YOU TO
VISIT THEIR NEW
HI-FT
COMPONENTS
DEPARTMENT
WHERE YOU'LL FIND
• TURNTABLES &
CHANGERS
• AMPLIFIERS
• TUNERS
• SPEAKERS AND
ENCLOSURES
• CABINETS
• TAPES
BY
• ELECTRONOICE
• JENSEN
• UNIVERSITY
• BOGEN
• SCOTT
• CABIN ART
• VIKING
AND MANY OTHERS
VINER'S
music cOMPANY
New England's Largest
and Most
Complete Music Store
20-24 Broad St. Bangor
omy and assistant agronomist. Agri-
cultural Experiment Station.
Technology personnel leasing,
are headed by Dean Ashley S.
Campbell, whose resignation was
announced several months ago.
Others in the College leaving are
Henry W. Allen, assistant profes-
sor of geology; and Carl Blake,
assistant professor of electrical
engineering.
Various rumors concerning the fact
that several members of the Univer-
sity's business staff were leaving could
not be substantiated this week.
Rumors False
Members of the department who
are leaving, as well as some of those
remaining and Dean Murray. all re-
ported that to the best of their knowl-
edge the rumors were false.
Widely circulated reports indicated
that personality conflicts, displeasure
with certain courses they were teach-
ing. as well as the unpopularity of
an individual who some say is in line
to succeed Dr. Kirshen, as department
head, all appear to be erroneous, ac-
cording to Dean Murray. Kirshen.
and other department members.
Murray said. "You can hear any-
thing you want to. To the best of
my knowledge such reports are un-
true."
Setting a pattern for other
University personnel who will re-
sign front the University come
June, Dr. Kirshen told the Cam-
pus that if he receives the ap-
pointment at the University of
Massachusetts it will mean a
substantial salary increase for
him.
Dean Campbell. who is leaving the
University to accept a position as
head of the College of Engineering
at Tufts University, Medford. also
reported that in his new post he will
receive a substantial salary increase.
Similar reports were given the
Campus by Cheng who is going to the
University of Michigan. and Blake.
who is taking a research position at
Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy.
Although Allen. Dennler. and Cun-
ningham were not available for com-
ment. officials in their respective col-
leges, Technology. .Arts and Sciences.
and Agriculture, indicated that all
three will undoubtedly receive size-
able increases in pay.
Allen will take a job with a Maine
cement company, while Dennler also
has a position in private industry.
Cunnigham's new position will be
with a Madison. Wisc. Potato Chip
company.
Most of the personnel resigning
told the Campus that salary increases.
although important, were not the
only factors for the taking new posi-
tion in industry.
Committees Plan For Gala Junior Prom
PROM PLANNERS—Four members of the junior class gather to discuss plans for their annualprom, scheduled this year for Friday night, May 3, in Memorial Gym. In the group are, left to right.William Eustis, Louise Pohas, Anne Dunne, and William Lynch. Juniors planning to attend the prommay obtain tickets in the Main Lobby of the Union Wednesday and Thursday, May 1 and 2. fr 1.4 p.m.; and Friday, May 3, from 1-3 p.m. by showing their I.D. cards. Admission at the door willbe 84 a couple. Thee.e wishing to listen to the orchestra may purchase balcony tickets for El per
(Photo by Raphael)
Itersott.
'Campus' Enlarges Newspaper
To 12-Page Publication Today
(Continued from Page One)
great difference in information
they will get in the newspaper.
I ant very happy with the change."
John A. Littlefield. who preceded
Hambelton as Editor of the Campus.
complimented the new Editor on the
increase in page numbers.
Littlefield. presently an Asso:iate
Editor for the Campus, commented
that "the increase in the number of
pages is indeed a significant step
forward for the Campus. The need
for 12 pages has been recognized for
at least a year, but the work load of
the Print Shop until this time has
been one factor which has prevented
the needed increase.
"I am sure that with the extra four
pages the Campus will be better able
to serve the University community."
Hambelton explained this week
that with the increased number
Of Campus pages, "'we should
he able to carry more club and
organization news, which for the
most part. it ha. been impossible
to get into the newspaper."
The Editor-in-Chief explained that
not all of the space would he used for
news.
"Over half of it will be used for
advertising, to cover increased ex-
penses. It is the hope of the Campus
"My date is so _
handsome in -
his TUXEDO!"
And he RENTED IT! He says it is
so convenient to choose from
the large selections of freshly
cleaned and pressed garments
In several up•to-the-minut•
styles! The fitting is perfection
Itself, with a maximum of In-
formal comfort in formal wear!
Next time you have a formal
date (and make it soon), rent
formal weorl
Goldsmith's
Oil) TOWN
MAINE
that we may also receive an increase
in student subscription fee." he said.
The increased subscription fee
issue was expected to come be-
fore the General Student Senate
at their Tuesday night meeting.
On occasion during the past 20
years the Campus has published more
than eight pages. These issues have
generally been reserved for special
occasions, such as Homecoming.
Maine Day or Winter Carnival.
This past year the Campus staff
published a 16 page edition for Home-
coming. This and one other 16 page
edition published when the Library
was dedicated in the late 1940s are
believed to be the largest number of
pages the newspaper has ever carried.
Pledges Are Listed
The Interfraternity Council an-
nounced the following resident and
non-resident pledges.
Alpha Gamma Rho: Darrell H.
Bates. Clarence E. Forbush. Edwin
A. Harriman. Phi Gamma Delta:
Reynold J. Soucy. Phi Kappa Sig.
ma; William F. Robinson. Sigma
Chi: Albert Bennett, Philip Bowen,
Clifford C. Cormier. Charles M.
O'Donnell, Philip E. Roberts. Rob-
ert F. Wood, Bruce K. Worcester.
The IFC also said that Clayton
Hardy had been released from his
pledge to Tau Kappa Epsilon as of
February 25.
Deferment Test Offered
Ipplications for a special Si'.
leetise Service deferment test,
which will be Risen at the Uni.
versity. May 16, are now avail-
able in Dean of Nlete John F.
Stewart's office, 203 Library, the
dean's secretary an non need thi•
week.
Mrs. Katherine. Rankin said
that students who wish to take
the c•amina s must mail their
:epithelia' 
 before midnight May
6. Is soon as the applications
are processed, notices giving
time and place of the examinee-
t* 
 
will be sent to the student.,
she explained.
Theme Idea
iDraws Fire
(Continued from Page One)
struztor in freshman Eng!ish. reported
that it would he practically impossible
to compare all papers in order to
catch other offenders.
Professor Walter Whitney. chair-
man of freshman English. stated that
this system of research papers will not
be used again next year without con-
siderable modification.
He said it was used this year to
save wear and tear on the library.
Dr. John E. Hankins, head of the
English department, commented that
the system was useful in that it re-
duced the load on the library. He said
that although the plan was not en-
tirely satisfactory, it did give the stu-dents practice in the form of a re-
search paper.
All freshmen are required to
do a research paper in the spring
semester for freshman English
classes. In the past, freshmen
have had a wide variety of sub-jects and could use library facili-
ties.
The objectives of these papers
were to learn the correct form
for h papers and to be-
come familiar with the use of
the library.
Each year at this time the library
was besieged by the whole freshman
class doing research for their English
papers.
According to Louis Ibbotson, li-brarian, library facilities are not capa-ble of handling such large numbers at
one time, especially with the continu-ing growth of the freshman class.
Ibbotson stated that the library
could not supply the tremendous de-
mand for research books at this time.
He said that during the period whenfreshmen are doing their research,
upperclassmen are unable to get ma-
terial they need for special courses.
Dean Harris Will Speak
I. Rankin Harris. Dears
of 'A .11 at the University of
r t. will be guest speaker
at the annual All-Maine Women
Society banquet Sunday, May S.
The banquet will be held in
North Eatabrooke Hall at 7:$0
p.m. Toastmistress will be Jane
Barker, retiring president of the
society.
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WORO Battles Problems
Of Transmission, Money
By Everett Mefutcheon
You may not be able to hear it. but station WORO. Uni-
versally of Maine, is on the air every Sunday. through Friday
night. And if vou can't hear it, don't blame the stUfleuts uho
are running the station.
For the past five years WORO has The station aloes public screice
been walking an economi: tightrope.
liaodicapped by outdated equipment,
a transmission system that uses tele-
phone lines instead of air waves. a
Audio that is too small and a lank of
money. the station staff has tried hard
to provide the students of Maine with
radio cntertainnsent. But at best the
efforts have been only moderately
Nurre*4u1.
No FCC License
Strictly speaking, WORO isn't.evep
a radio station. In the books of the
Faderal -Communications Co:run ission
it is listed as a nuisance. The reason
for this is the station's tranamiasion
system. At present WORO • uses, a
system in which all the signals have
o go out over teiqpilone lines. and
IS anyone who his, tried to pick. up
:he saition knows. this ayatern isn't
s cry efficient.
The station %ants to get an
F.C.C. license. but so far it hasn't
been able to afford it. The sta-
tion is supported solely by ad-
‘ertising, and this money is bare-
ly enough to cover operating
expenses. There is none left
over to apply for a license, or
to buy the new equipment
the station PO badly nerds. Craig Reviews ROTC May 9that
shows for the arm, and the
Treasury Department, and it
makes time available to all stu-
dent organizations that ask for it.
In the past. the station has also
broadcast football games, but this had
to he stopped because of money prob-
lems. It cost as much to do one foot-
bait game as it did to run the station
for a month.
Feature Plans
. The future of WORO is fairly
brigiat. The Station is closely tied to
the speeds department, and is;Ae de-
partment is hoping to develop tte sta-
tion as their program of radio courses
grows.
Gerard Beckwith. station director.
sounded one dark rote. He said that
"if the students of Maine want tha
radio station on campus to continue.
they must get behind it. both physical-
ly and morally, for without their
support the station cannot continue."
He also added. "unless the students
do support the station, the advertisers
will stop advertising over WORO. and
without it there can be no station."
Society
By Murrie MacDonald
This was Easter week end and
things were quiet for the most part.
Churches of all faiths drew Maine stu-
dents. a few probably conspicuously
absent born services since Christmas.
Many students went home to spend
the totiAlay with their families. Those
left behind celebrated one of the few
Easiters and Passovers heki on campus.
Everything bloomed for the occa-
sion—good weather. , the forsythia.
tulips and lilies in the five and dime.
indigestible Easter eggs on breakfast
tables, and the usual crop of women's
hats. But women held no monopoly
on the field. Some outlandish neck-
ties sallied forth to the Easter parade.
I saw a beautiful sight in church.
It wasn't the &Men, airhouph they
were lovely, and it waan't the new
clothes. It was a teenage choir of
high- school boys and girls singing the
Loriv: Prayer..Perry Como sang it
more professionally on TV. but he
could never have produced a more
moving effect.
. Tau Epsilon Phi's pledges treated
the brothers to a party Saturday night
with a "Hades Hop."
The house was packed with alumni.
friends, and Tep men frofn 'Boston
University, • University. of Rhode
Island. and Queens College. From
8 to 11:30 the "Hades-goers" danced
to records
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Chase and Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Royal.
The station has asked the University
for money several times. but each
time the administration has refused.
And so the station has had to con-
tinue with the equipment it already
has.
This equipment is completely out-
dated. Some of it, such as the 1932
control board, was old before the
students who operate it were born.
Even this control board is a gift, for
the ,station could not afford to buy
one.
Despite all these handicaps WORO
has put together a good schedule of
shows. The station has both pop and
classical music, as well as news, sports
and a varied dramatic series. These
plays are recorded from the, British
and French broadcasting systems. and
included everything from Euripides
:o Shaw.
Canterbury Will Elect
New Officers For Club
Franklin Weston. president of Can-
terbury Association. annoaneed this
week that club election will he held
nest Wednesday. Thursday. and Fri-
day.
Polls will be open from 4 to 6 p.m.
in the Common Room at Canterbury
House. Weston said.
Harold Brown and Stanley Cheno-
with are candidates for president:
Drew Bennett. and James Saunders
for vice president; Barbara Perry and
Roberta White are nominees for sec-
retary: and R. Andrew Newbert and
Roy Williamson for treasurer.
Weston said that elections were
covering three days to allow all
Canterburians to vote, since absentee
ballots are invalid.
Results of elections will be an-
nounced on Sunday evening 5 May.
Roy Whitney To Lecture
On Paper Chemistry
The University 'a branch of the
American lust'  of f
Engineer has invited all ..tet-
dents to attend a talk h, I/can
liny Whitney of W isconsin's In-
stitute of Paper Chemistry. Mr.
Whitete, will talk on "Chemical
Engineering in the Pulp and
Paper Industry" Merin:ego/la,. at
730 p.m. in room .362 Atibert
II II.
Col. Paul Craig. senior- army ad-
visor to the Maine National Guard.
will be chief of the inspection team
which will review the University's
ROTC regiment. May 9
Aggies Pick Officers
Charles B. knowland was elected
president of the Agricultural Club at
a recent meeting.
Others elected were: Bruce Stil-
lings. vice president: Judith Rogers.
secretary: Rose House. treasurer:
Joseph Dombec, social chairman;
George Estes. senior representative.
John Murray, junior representative;
Graham Nuite. sophomore representa-
tive, Neil Crane two-year representa-
tive.
The Club also elected the Farmers
Fair committee for next year. Bruce
Stillings is Manager; E.:viand Mon-
rison. assistant manager: John Good-
man. arrangements.
Ronald Burnham. publicity: Albert
Dow. treasurer; Joseph Dombek and
Lowell Bell, dance chairmen; Frank
Drake. contest.
George Ammann, concessions: Law-
rence Blanchard. ethibits. John Mur-
ray. prizes: and David Wadsworth.
Col. James 1. Walker. head of the
niversity's military department. in
announcing that Col. Craig would be
chief inspector, also listed the follow-
ing other officers who will be present
for the annual program:
Other Officers
Lt. Col. Thedore Peterson. artillery:
Major Laurence G. Byrnes, infantry:
Major Frederick E. Cummings, in-
fantry; Major Robert Blank, ord-
nance corps: and Major B. M. Zep-
penfield. First U. S. Army aviation
officer.
Honorary Colonel of the Maine
ROTC regiment; Dale Stevens, Uni-
versity sophomore. and four honorary
Lieutenant Colonels. Deanna Dunfee,
Catherine Ayers, Grace Soule. and
Marjorie Bancroft. will assist in pre-
senting awards to outstanding cadets
during review ceremonies.
These coeds received their -com-
missions at the annual Military Ball
Iasi January.
The public is invited to 'attend the
review.
Week ends are the most dangerous
time to he on U. S. highways. In
1956, more than 56 per cent of all
fatalities occurred on Friday. Satur-
days and Sundays.
THE CALL OF THE WILD
The call to pick Mayflowers is strong. The call to
the classroom and studies is hard to take.
'lime call to the tap room anfl pizza couunter is there
1,,o. so don't forget
PAT'S
PIZZAS & TAP ROOM
SENIORS
Sign up for Yukr IMpliortirts
/14a16//
GOLF CHAM PION, SAYS:
'VICEROY HAS
THE SMOOTHEST
TASTE OF ALL Ill
SMOOTH! From the finest tobacco grown. Viceroy selects only
the Smooth Flasor Leaf... Deer-Cured golden brown for extra smoothness '
SUPER SMOOTH!, Only Viceroy smooths each pull'
through 20,000 filters made from pure vellulose —soft, snow-white, natural!
CARY MIDOLECOFF'S ADVICE:
0 1951, Brown & W.B:arnsets Tobacco Cr p.
11r on 4), M
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By Fratik "Red" Reed
(Sport* Editor)
To Capt. Bill Rogers, Jay Corson, John Robinson', Dave
Adams, and Jim Cole, we tip our hats. These men who form the
nucleus of Coach Harold Barnes' Sailing team will compete Sat-
urday for the "Jan T. Friis" TrOphy and Sunday in the New Eng-
land Dinghy Championships and later in May in the Olympic
eliminations for the. Single-Handed Dinghy Championships.
Of all the major sports here perhaps the misid. neg-
let•ted is the sailing team. Primarily because it i not a
spectator sport and secondly because of the distance to
where the meets are held. This is not the fault of the
students, or sailors, or Univergity. It is the fault of the
sport itself.
Yet here are ugroup of men competing eaeh spring ,
and fall With the best in New England. It is the only sport
which competes with such schools as Dartmouth, Yale.
Hari,ard, and Brown with few rewards but the thrill of
sailing itself.
The team has progressed so far since Sumner Cahoon organ-
ized an iinforninl 1951 that it is, unbelievable.- The
N.E.I.S.A. 'pldeed school' on trint for t'w6.*rs and In'little
over a year they received "Provisional Status" which is in essence
regular standing.
To the members of team and Don Taverner it is the end of a
long hard fight. To us landlubbers it means that the "Ivy's"'can
no longer look down their noses at us. And to the Hockey enthusi-
asts ... it can be done.
For the Record: Rick Williams hooked a beauty this
past weekend ... a pound salmon. The best catch
reported so far. .. heard he used his cue stick. The re-
sponse for a Golf Tournament was overwhelming. ...
If you baseball followers seem disappointed wait 'till
next year.
Coach Butterfied has 5 Sophomores on his starting nine.
Think you're getting old ... trot out to the baseball field and catch
Rollie tire', 31 year old youngster playing first base for the Fresh-
man baseball team ... Look for Cincinnati to finish fifth ... Con-
gratulations are in order for the tennis team who has won two out
of three with Yankon rivals and to Tau Ep for winning the Volley.-
hall ... Wanted: One quarterback for Hal Westerman's football
team.
Volleyball Championship Goes
To Tau Epsilon Phi Fraternity
Tau Epsilon Phi scored two smash-
ing victories on their way to winning
the Intramural Volleyball Champion-
ship. TEP downed Phi Mu Delta 2-0
for the Fraternity Ad. and then las+
night defeated Stillwater A.C. by the
same score. These were both sweet
victories for the boys frOm'the end
of the "row".-for Intramural..Cham-
pionship. havebeen,few and far be-
tween. Five Peers ago-they were 'the
door mats of the league but have
come in leaps and bounds to become
a contender in every sport.
TEP reached the finals as a result
of winning their division champion-
ship. The other division winners were
Phi Mu, Phi Kap. and Delta Tau
Delta.
The Intramural Softball and Tennis
Doubles eliminations tournaments will
begin around the latter part of the
month. Sam says that organizations
planning to participate must file their
Tennis Team Drops
New Hampshire 5-4
The University of Maine tennis
team won another squeeker Saturday
by beating UNH 5-4. :Netmen boosted
their season record to 2-1 which
pushed them into second place pend-
ing the outcome of Rhcxly versus Ver-
mont match. Again Lou Janicola and
Robert Chase won their matches to
remain undefeated in Intercollegiate
competition.
The Results: McKown lost 6-3.
0-6. 6-3; Single*: Khouri won 8-10,
6-1, 6-4; Alin lost 6-1. 7-5; Janicola
won 10-8, 6-1: CC/se lost 1-6. 6.0, 6-3:
and Chase won 7-5. 6.4.
Doubles: McKown-Alin lost 6-4,
6-4; Janicola-Cory won, 6-3, 2-6. 6-3;
and Chase-Cope won 6.3, 8-6.
application in the Physical Educ:Ition
Office by Friday. April 19. 1957.
The race for the driveled Benjamin
C. Kent All Point trophy has become
a run away with Phi Eta and Phi Mu
woy out in front of the pack with 333
and 303 points respectively. These
don't include volleyball which should
tighten the ri4 up since Phi Mu was
the runnerup in the Fraternity divi-
sion.
Maine To Seek
New Englands
If everything goes well the Uni-
versity of Maine will be the host for
next year's New England Track Cham-
pionships. Faculty *paw Ted Cur-
tis told the Campus
ty has put in a bid
the prospect of ha
bright.
Curtis said that # we are the re-
cipient Of the New &glands, It will
be the first time Willi history of the
University.
The track team open, the otnetoOr
season this weekend here in the on1j7
home meet of Inc season. Track fol- tiara* da rest' Trn" Saw?'" is
By Ed Kelley
The University's first intramural golf tournament will be held Saturday, May 4, at 7 a.m. at thePenobscot Valley Country Club.
The event, which will be sponsored by the Maine Campus, was instigated by Campus sports
editor Frank Reed in his "Bear Facts" column of April 18.
TOPS—A group of football candidates workbqr'ont under the
watchful eye of Coach Harold Westerman. Spring pratnice willbe held for the next ten days. (Ph:oto by Greely )
Yankons To Invade Maine;
Ranco Returns To Lineup
Maine baseball fans will be treated
week at Alumni Field Varsity diamond.
host to three Yankee Conference teams
play here twice.
Saturday Maine Will meet the Rhode
Island Rams at 2:30 p.m. Rhody
holds one win over the Bears. They
won 6-1' at Kingston on April 12.
Billy Burke is a likely starter in this
game. Burke's record stands at 1 win
2 lossef.
ftedimen On Monday
The University of Massachusetts
comes to Orono on Monday. As was
the case last year, the Redtnen have a
strong pitching staff. According to re-
ports from Amherst. Ralph Lumeti
threw a no-hit shutout and struck out
18 in a recent Yankon game.
State Series ball returns to
Maine Tuesday as BoSvdoin
comes up for a single game. The
l'olar Bears are also scheduled
for a game the following Satur-
day, May 4.
Splitting the Bowdoin games is.
New Hampshire game next Thursday.
The Wildcats are loaded again tit*
sit year. They went all the ay,to.
semi-finals of the NCAA totirnaThetit
. . .before being bumped out.
Jack Boaerfidd'i hug prob'em in
the next week is finding enough start-
ing pitchers. Burke should be able
to work again by Saturday. Dan
rthig ublversi„ Dearborn will probibly start against
,the meet and Massachusetts on 'Monday. Ed Rie-
If it here look, menechneider is the best bet for the
starting role against Bowdoin on
'Tuesday. 
.4; The starter for the New Hamp-
shire game on Wednesday is a
big question niark. Butterfield
could emote hack with Burke.
Bat Wurke • will have had only
lowers should check their sahadareir isn°tikeir
since the Meet with Illoshareettftege
has been switched to next week with
UNH here this weekend.
Coach Charlie Emery has is-
sued the call for Vomits and
Freshman Golfers. AU catidi-
kISS, untst..report to the PVCC
ileasterlay. April 29, 1957,
-*if 1104 otti interested in trying
putIs. - club.
u. ItItfl'onty three returning let-
termen there will be plenty of
openings to compete for.
Sar hastt7t iseen tried as a starter
yet t 's year.' Bill Suitor, who has
pitched scoreless relief ball so far this
year. will most likely stay in the bull-
pen for emergencies.
Banco Back
A big aid to the Maine offense will
be the return of centerfielder Ron
Ranco. Ranco has been sidelined with
a torn ligament. His hitting could be
the deciding factor against any one of
these teams.
A lack of hitting is cited as the big
reason that Maine dropped their State
Series to Bates 4-2. The Black Rears
to four games in the next
The Black Bears will be
and to Bowdoin who will
Bill Burke
could collect only five hits off Bates
pitchers, none over the last 4 innings.
Burke started for Maine and
went eight innings. Bill gave up
six hits and all four runs in the
fourth inning. He was lifted for
a pinch hitter in the last of the
eighth. Bill SultOr came on to
.finish up, allowing one hit and
no runs.
Maine picked up a run in the sec-
snd a throwing error and a single.
Their second run came in the third
on three straight singles.
Bates' big inning, the fourth, saw
4 runs cross the plate. A hit batsman.
three singles, and a walk accounted
for their scoring.
Jere Davis chopped out 2 hits in-
cluding a double. Maine couldn't
come up with the big hit at the right
time. however. Eleven Bears were
left stranded on the bases. Bates leftjust four. Me. 2 runs 5 hits 1 error
Bates 4 runs 7 hits 0 errors. •
 410 Reed, who said the idea has been
greeted with "overwhelming enthusi-
asm," said the Campy.) decided Tues-
day to sponsor the tourney after
learning that sponsorship by the -In-
triunura/ Athletic Association would
delay starting the event.
Charley Emery, ititlf Pro at the
penobscnt 
the Campus he is "more than pleased
tvith the idea" and will give it
Complete support.
Only' !
' .1i44i Tot ney y .wi ed tel
pine holes, with— both front...and-bacl4
pines being used. The first foursome
Is slated to tee-off at about 7 Satur-ilay morning.
The tournament will be split into
two divisions, fraternity and dormi4
tory. A trophy will be presented tq
the individual winner, according td
Stanley M. Wallace, head of the
Physical Oduatiiki departmoat.
Fraternity and dormkory win-
ners will be decided by taking the
two top card a front earh frater-
nity and dorm, and comparing
them with others in their respec-
tive divisions.
Top Player Award
The top intramural golfer will be
the individual who cards the lowest
nine hole score, with all handicaps
being excluded.
The fraternity champion will not
receive points this year for the AllPoints Trophy scramble, accordingto officials connected with awardingthe trophy.,
Sans Seaak, .of the Playeleal •
Education department, has vol-
unteered his services to help in
preparation for .and running the
event.
Entry blanks will be distributed
across the campus by tourney tlicials,
and should be returned with a $1.50
entry l'Oe to Wallace before tile finaldeadline, Map 1. -
Bears To Sail
In Friis Meet
The Sailing Teuni -heads irnith this
weekend for two important matches;
Saturday they square off. pgajnst Dart:
mouth. Middlebury. Tufts, and Yale
at t:te ,'Tufts Yacht• Club, with the
winner receisine the Jan T. Friis
Trophy.
Sunday' :they meet MIT. Amherst,
B.U.. Brown, 0 Dittmotith, 14krvard,
Middlebury. anCl• St. Michaere in the
New England Dinh y Championships
for %irtretnacY in rhe est.
The, team led ,by Capt. William
Rogers and Jay Corson have had out-
standing suCces4 to far this year win.fling one and placing • no lower than
second in the rest of the meets. Thisis extraordinary, to say tlto Jena since90q of the matches are away andthe team uses strange boats. 1% a
tit timirlal4iPtiorimAki*Ptil itrated as one of the heft young sailorsin the East.
I Women's Sports I
Just, a few ndtei from the Women's
Gymnasium....1SigAgtp for tennis
singles and doubles pow! The cleatllint 4or tigpitigftip4thlellrselaf next
v. eek. 4
SiSfthaill 'starts Weslaestlay. *ow
up sat the Avenitn's Athletio Field ifyou are interested.
The Penopnot County playdaywill be hek May 9:30-4:00 p.mion our Women's Athletic Field. 1you are interested in elitier planningfor this annual sports affair or in par.ticipating in the games, please contactDiane Watson.
Women's Athletic Association Springbanquet takes place May 22.. .
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Senate Asked To Raise Fees
(Continued from Page One)
that "continued operation would be
extremely unlikely without the ad-
ditional money." Up to now, the sta-
tion has had no student or administra-
tion help.
As finally passed, the WORO fees
will run for only one year. At the end
of that time, the Senate will again
check the financial condition of the
station to see if more money is needed.
Action taken by the Senate is not
final but in the form of a recommen-
dation to the University president and
Board of Trustees.
JUNIORS
FOR YOUR
CORSAGES
BANGOR
NURSERY
FLOWER SIIOP
1000 State Street
BANGOR, MAINE
Tel. 6144
NOW HEAR
AT ANDREWS'
Newly Enlarged
SOUND ROOMS
FEATURING:
COMPONENTS BY
• BOGEN
• ELECTROVOICE
• GARRARD
• J. LANSING
DO-IT-YOURSELF KITS
And Many Other Items—
All at Audiophile Net
Prices!
PHONOGRAPHS BY
P11 ,.........„.....tog newcox
-....... • •••••••••••••^.....
The BEST BUY in
Packaged
Be sure to hear
MAGNAVOX
before you buy any
INDIUM
MUSIC HOUSE
"The House of III-FI"
118 Main St. Bangor
James R. Hambelton, Campus
Editor-in-Chief, asked the Senators
to "discuss this subscription raise with
your constituents and see what they
think."
Hambelton told the Senate that the
raise was necessary to off-set the 25
to 40 per cent increased cost of pro-
duction over the past ten years.
Cot.ts 1.-p In 10 Years
"In 1946 the fee was raised from SO
cents to one dollar a year. Since that
time, many of our basic costs have
almost doubled," he said.
"This extra cost has been met by
carrying a great deal of advertising
which has cut down the news space
available."
Hambelton also told the Senate
that the Campus would pay for twelve
pages for the rest of this semester
through advertising, but that out of
four extra pages "we gain only about
one for news. The rest will be in
ads." he said.
Both the WORO request and sub-
scription raise for the Campus drew
tire from some Senators.
"All organizations want money,"
Ernest Hollis said. "If we support
WORO ... what about others?"
Later Hollis asked the Senate to
consider cutting back the athletic fee
so that more money could go to the
Cain pus without affecting the total
amount paid by students.
Senator Ronald Hurd, campus
mayor, said that the "problem of
apathy and lack of interest in elec-
tions" is due to a lack of communica-
tions, in speaking in favor of the in-
creased fees.
At the special meeting Tuesday
afternoon, the Senate will consider
the Campus subscription fee.
Senate Nominees Named
Plan Elections For May 7
(Continued from Page One)
son. with Carolyn Bothwell as the
alternate.
The Nomination Committee Report
was read by William Eustis. Discus-
sion of the candidates which usually
follows the naming of those up for
nomination was kept down to a mini-
mum.
In other business the Senate
heard a Maine Day Progress Re-
port from Chairman Robert
Cruickshank that his committee
was "coming along." The slogan
for Maine Day was reported as
"Sunshine or rain it's Maine
Day A Gain." Theme for the
float parade bill he "American
Landmarks."
Maine Day week, May 6, 7, 8 will
bring special curfew hours for the
girls: Monday 10:30, Tuesday and
Wednesday 12:10.
A tentative budget for the Maine
Day program has been set at $374.00.
Cruickshank said that this figure was
arrived at after his committee had
analyzed previous Maine Day budgets.
This year's budget is 67 dollars less
than last year's. The Senate allocated
the money.
Faculty and guests were present at
tonight's business-packed meeting.
The actual meeting was preceded by
the traditional coffee for the Com-
mittee on Administration.
•
•
"What I probably like most about
this job," says Tom, "is that you're
never tied down to one desk and the
same routine. There's always a new
problem . . . a new approach needed
... new people to meet and work with."
But first, what does a Systems
Analyst do? "Briefly, we study a cus-
tomer's present system—payroll, in-
ventory control, billing or whatever
—and convert it to a mechanized sys-
tem using either conventional IBM
business machines or IBM's high-
speed electronic computers."
Tom works out of the IBM Balti-
more Office with some of America's
Studying customer's primal system
biggest companies as his customers.
Graduated from Johns Hopkins in
August, '55, with a B.S.I.E., he came
immediately to IBM. Duringhis train-
ing period, Tom studied IBM's
Punched Card and Electronic Data
Processing Machines. He learned their
uses, their applications, and was in-
structed in the theories and methods
of data processing.
Diversified Assignments
A leading aircraft company was Tom's
first major assignment. "My job
there," he explains, "was to analyze
the application of IBM's latest elec-
tronic computer—the 705—to regu-
late the flow of materials and machines
used to fill Government contracts."
Then came a short, but highly sat-
isfying assignment. At the Bellwood
Quartermaster Corps, Tom set up a
"SOAP" system (System for Opti-
mum Automatic Programming) de-
DATA PROCESSING •
I
"What's it like to be
A SYSTEMS ANALYST AT IBM?"
Two years ago, college senior Thomas Wheeler asked himself this ques-
tion. Today, a Systems Analyst in IBM's Data Processing Division, Tom
reviews his experience and gives some pointers that may be helpful to
you in taking the first, most important step in your business career.
fined by Tom as "converting the flow
of instructions and information into
the most efficient operation for an
IBM magnetic drum computer. Bell-
wood," Tom points out, "is the In-
ventory Control Center for all
A problem in inventory control
Quartermaster centfas in the country.
The new system will achieve balanced
supply and demand of material
throughout the entire U. S.—will save
money for the Government—and re-
lieve many men from the drAgery
of details."
For the past six months, Tom has
been working with the Statistical
Services Division of Headquarters
Air Research & Development Corn-
Explaining IBM's 703 •Isefronle computer
mend. "We are designing and imple-
menting a system to link eleven
reporting centers to Headquarters by
wire transtnis.sion," Tom reports.
"Data transmitted to Headquarters
by this system will be coordinated
and then processed by an IBM 650
electronic computer."
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
Why Tom chose IBM
How does a senior like Tom, who was
interviewed by at least twenty com-
panies while in college, select his
future employer? "In my case," Tom
says, "the choice was easy. IBM
offered the best opportunities. I knew
IBM sales were about doubling every
five years—and when I considered
the tremendous growth potential of
the electronic computer field—I had
no trouble making up my mind.
"Besides, I was impressed by the
caliber of IBM personnel. They had
a broader outlook and an approach to
At the control pan•I of IBM's 650
business which I can best describe
as professionat.
"My future? It looks good—very
good. I've already received two gen-
erous raises in less than two years,
and at the rate IBM and the elec-
tronic computer field are expanding,
my future is both assured — and
rewarding!"
IBM hopes this message will help to give
you some idea of what it's like to be a
Systems Analyst in the Data Processing
Division. There are equal opportunities
for E.E.'s. I.E.'s, M.E.'s. physicists, math-
ematicians. Liberal Arts majors, and
Business Administration graduates in
IBM's many divisions—Research, Prod-
uct Development. Manufacturing En-
gineering. Sales and Sales Assistance.
Why not drop in and discuss IBM with
)our Placement Director? He can supply
our brochure and tell you when IBM will
next interview on your campus. Mean-
while, our Manager of College Relations,
P. H. Bradley, will be happy to answer
your questions. Just write him at IBM,
Room 11904, 590 Madison Ave.. New
York 22. N. Y.
• TIME EQUIPMENT
IBM
INTERNATIONAL
SURINESS MACHINIS
CORPORATION
• MILITARY PRODUCTS
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